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2019 CORVETTE ZR1

RWD Convertible 3ZR

VEHICLE DETAILS

Standard Vehicle Price

Selected Colors
(000)

Jet Black with Orange Stitching, Leather seating surfaces with sueded microfiber inserts
$0

(41T)

Black convertible top
$0

(G26)

Sebring Orange Tintcoat
$0
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$147,545 Net Price
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$132,900
$0
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Selected Packages (2)

$9,990

ZTK TRACK PERFORMANCE PACKAGE
$2,995
Highlights Include:
(FEB) Performance suspension

(XFM)

Michelin® Pilot® Super Sport Cup 2 P285/30ZR19 front and P335/25ZR20 rear, performance, run-flat,
summer-only tires

ZR1 SEBRING ORANGE DESIGN PACKAGE
$6,995
Highlights Include:
(000) Jet Black with Orange Stitching, Leather seating surfaces with sueded microfiber inserts

(09S) Orange custom leather stitching

(41T) Black convertible top

(AE4) Competition Sport bucket seats

(J6L) Orange-painted brake calipers

(N2Z) Carbon-fiber and sueded microfiber-wrapped steering wheel

(Q9H) 19" front/20" rear, Carbon Flash-painted aluminum, ZR1 wheels with summer-only tires
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Selected Options (7)
(5ZG)

Carbon-fiber logo wheel center caps with crossed flags, Genuine Corvette Accessory
$210

(GXB)

Rear axle, 2.41 ratio, electronic limited slip (eLSD)
$0

(IO6)

Chevrolet Infotainment System with Navigation and 8" diagonal color touch-screen
Standard

(LT5)

6.2L supercharged V8 DI and PFI engine
Standard

(M5U)

8-speed paddle shift automatic transmission
$1,725

(RXX)

Rear license plate holder, Carbon Flash, Genuine Corvette Accessory
$115

(S2L)

Custom Corvette luggage, Genuine Corvette Accessory
$920

Total Vehicle and Options
Destination Freight Charge
Gas Guzzler Tax

Total Vehicle Price
Net Price
Selected Accessories (1)
(VLN)

$2,970

$146,450
$1,095
$2,100

$147,545
$147,545 †
+ $995

Convertible Top Products (Windscreen Air Deflector)
$995

Standard Features
MechanicalInteriorExteriorSafety
Mechanical
6.2L supercharged V8 DI and PFI engine
755 hp @ 6300 rpm
715 lb-ft of torque @ 4400 rpm
Variable Valve Timing
7-speed manual transmission with Active Rev Matching
Active Rev Matching sends a signal from the transmission to the engine controller, allowing control of engine rpm to
eliminate the need for heel/toe shifting while delivering better smoothness and balance
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Rear axle, 3.42 ratio, electronic limited slip (eLSD)
Dry sump oil system
Helps maintain oil pressure and lubrication under track conditions
Helps maintain horsepower throughout a wider range of performance demands
Electronic Limited-Slip Differential (eLSD)
Provides optimum engagement for high-speed control and stability without affecting the precise steering and turn-in
Rear differential cooler
Helps maintain proper operating temperatures, keeping gears cool and at optimal performance
Rear wheel drive
Aluminum frame
Aluminum with carbon-nano-composite underbody panels
These materials contribute to a near 50/50 weight balance and an enhanced power-to-weight ratio
ZR1 standard suspension
Magnetic Selective Ride Control stiffens the suspension for high-performance driving without sacrificing a smooth
ride
Adjustable with Driver Mode Selector
Performance Traction Management includes 5 separate settings of torque reduction and brake intervention
facilitating maximum grip on the road for more confident driving
Power steering
Speed-sensitive Electric Power Steering (EPS) with variable ratio
Brembo® carbon-ceramic antilock brakes
Help reduce wheel lockup and maintain steering control during hard braking on most slippery surfaces
Brembo 4-piston front and 4-piston rear fixed calipers that are stiff for even pad wear, drag reduction and enhanced
modulation
Feature large, carbon-ceramic rotors: 15.5" (394 mm) in the front and 15.3" (389 mm) in the rear
Blue-painted brake calipers
Corvette script on outside of calipers
Performance exhaust
Aggressive exhaust sound
4" polished stainless-steel tips
Interior
Chevrolet Infotainment System with Navigation and 8" diagonal color touch-screen
GPS navigation system1 that maps in 2-D and 3-D
HD Radio™ technology
8" diagonal color touch-screen for customizing and managing entertainment and vehicle feature settings2
Bluetooth®3 streaming audio for music and select phones
Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ capability for compatible phones4
Voice-activated technology for radio and phone
Includes performance data recorder
1

Map coverage available in the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada.

2

Functionality varies by model. Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some devices.

3

Go to www.my.chevrolet.com/learn (http://www.my.chevrolet.com/learn) vehicle and smartphone compatibility.

4

Vehicle user interfaces are products of Apple® and Google™ and their terms and privacy statements apply. Requires compatible

smartphone and data plan rates apply.

Bose® advanced audio system
10 speakers
Includes subwoofer enclosure in cargo area
Bose® is renowned for expert sound engineering and high-quality audio and with premium speakers positioned
throughout the cabin, you'll get rich, concert-like sound
SiriusXM® Satellite Radio
Welcome to the world of SiriusXM1
Enjoy your 3-month trial subscription to the All Access package with over 150 channels including commercial-free
music, plus sports, exclusive talk, entertainment and news
Plus, listen on the app and online — it's included with All Access, so you'll hear the best SiriusXM has to offer,
anywhere life takes you
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SiriusXM subscription extended to a full year on all 2LT/2LZ and 3LT/3LZ/3ZR models
1

If you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will automatically renew thereafter and you will be

charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel you must call us at
1-866-635-2349. See our Customer Agreement for complete terms at www.siriusxm.com (http://www.siriusxm.com). All fees and
programming subject to change. ©2018 Sirius XM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM, SiriusXM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius
XM Radio Inc. All rights reserved.

OnStar 4G LTE
Performance data and video recorder
Records video and real-time performance data to play back, share and analyze your driving experiences
Windshield-mounted HD camera module captures video and audio of drives
Video, audio and performance data can be replayed on the color touch screen or saved on an SD memory card for
playback on your computer or analysis with Cosworth toolbox
Track Mode records video, audio and synchronized performance data, including speed, rpm, g force, track maps, lap
times and start/finish line
Sport Mode has simplified data, such as speed and g force, to your video
Touring Mode captures video and audio of scenic drives
Performance Mode records performance data: 0 to 60 mph, 1/4-mile speed and elapsed time, as well as 0-to-100to-0 runs
Valet mode provides peace of mind by recording video and data when your vehicle is not in your control
May require additional optional equipment
Antenna, integral, hidden
GT bucket seats
Designed for all-around comfort and support
Built on strong, yet lightweight magnesium frames
3ZR interior trim
Seats, console, door armrest and instrument panel in selected interior color
8-way power driver and passenger seats
Power driver and passenger side bolster and lumbar seat controls
Adjust the amount of side support you prefer in your seat bolsters
Choose just the right amount of lumbar support
Heated and ventilated driver and passenger seats
Keep cool in summer and warm in winter with these heated and ventilated seat cushions and seatbacks
Separate buttons on the climate control panel allow you to choose from 3 levels of warmth or cool
Perforated Napa leather seating surfaces
Custom Leather Wrapped Interior Package
Leather-wrapped upper instrument panel, upper door trim panels and console cover
Sueded Microfiber-Wrapped Upper Interior Trim Package
Visors
A-pillar trim
Trim above the windshield
High-gloss carbon fiber instrument panel trim
May require additional optional equipment
Front center console
Keep valuables and smaller items secure
Carpeted floor mats
Helps protect your interior from road debris and the elements
Engineered to fit your vehicle perfectly
Power tilt and telescoping steering column
Allows the driver to adjust the steering wheel up or down, and the steering column forward or back
Provides extra comfort when entering or exiting the vehicle
Carbon-fiber and leather-wrapped steering wheel
Carbon-fiber upper and lower rim
Flat bottom steering wheel increases legroom for easier entry and exit as well as quicker heel/toe shifting
Steering-wheel mounted controls
Allow the driver to easily operate the audio system, phone interface and Driver Information Center controls
Head-Up Display
Projects vehicle information onto the windshield just below the driver's line of sight to help keep your eyes on the
road
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Adjustable vertical position and brightness of the display
Includes color readouts for street mode which support audio and navigation functions, track mode with g-meter,
vehicle speed and engine rpm
Driver Information Center
Includes driver personalization, warning messages and vehicle information
3 customization options - Touring, Sport and Track; the instrument cluster changes with the Driver Mode selected
Includes tachometer with shift lights for high-performance driving
Oil-life monitoring system
Indicates when to change the oil based on engine operating conditions
Monitors your personal driving habits and climate conditions to determine precisely when your vehicle's next oil
change is needed
Alerts the driver with a message in the Driver Information Center
Power door locks
Programmable
Allows you to lock and unlock doors easily whether it's from the driver or passenger seat or from outside using the
key fob
Keyless Open and Start
Locks and unlocks your car's doors without having to use the key fob or push a button, increasing security and
convenience
With the vehicle in Park or Neutral, press the brake pedal and then press the engine start/stop button to start the
engine; the green indicator on the button will illuminate
Shift to Park and press the engine start/stop button to turn off the engine
Power windows
Driver and passenger express-up/down
Cruise control
Steering-wheel mounted controls to easily maintain and manage cruising speed
Memory Package
Recalls 2 driver presets for power seat, outside mirrors and steering column
Press the memory buttons, or use the key fob to return position preferences
Memory/exit positions can be programmed to be recalled automatically when the ignition is turned on/off (for exit
recall, the driver's door must be opened)
Universal Home Remote
3-channel programmable
Conveniently activate devices such as garage door openers, security systems, and home automation devices from
inside your vehicle
Theft-deterrent unauthorized entry system
Sounds the horn and flashes the turn signals when someone attempts to open the vehicle without the proper key or
remote transmitter
Helps deter unauthorized entry, helping to protect your vehicle and its contents
Inclination and interior movement sensors
Inclination sensor detects vertical and horizontal motion outside of your car and triggers an alarm response
Helps prevent thieves from stealing your vehicle or wheels by lifting it with a tow truck or a vehicle jack
Interior movement sensor activates the alarm when it senses unauthorized entry or movement
Immobilizes the engine to help prevent theft
Trunk release, push button open
Dual-zone automatic climate control
Automatically maintains the selected temperatures for both the driver and passenger
Air filtration system
Rear window defogger
Helps to keep your rear view clear
Utilizes a warming grid to remove fog or frost from the rear window
Inside rearview auto-dimming mirror
Automatically adjusts the inside rearview mirror when it senses bright light from behind
Frameless mirror is designed and shaped to help improve the driver's vision
Driver and passenger visors with illuminated mirrors
Interior lighting
Dual reading lights
Glovebox
Cargo area
Storage
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An electric locking glovebox that locks automatically when the vehicle's doors are locked or when the driver selects
Valet Mode
Behind-screen storage locks in Valet mode
A center-console bin and 2 covered cupholders
A covered compartment in the cargo area
Cargo net
Helps secure and organize smaller items in your cargo area
Easy to remove and store when not needed
Exterior
19" front/20" rear, Pearl Nickel-painted aluminum, ZR1 wheels with summer-only tires
Paired with Michelin® Pilot® Super Sport 19" front/20" rear, summer-only tires1
Front 19" x 10.5" wheels
Rear 20" x 12" wheels
1

Do not use summer-only tires in winter conditions, as it would adversely affect vehicle safety, performance and durability. Use only GM®-

approved tire and wheel combinations. Unapproved combinations may change the vehicle's performance characteristics. For important tire
and wheel information, go to my.chevrolet.com/learnAbout/chevrolettires/ (http://my.chevrolet.com/learnAbout/chevrolettires/) or see
your dealer.

Michelin® Pilot® Super Sport P285/30ZR19 front and P335/25ZR20 rear performance, run-flat, summer-only tires
Do not use summer-only tires in winter conditions, as it would adversely affect vehicle safety, performance and
durability. Use only GM®-approved tire and wheel combinations. Unapproved combinations may change the
vehicle's performance characteristics. For important tire and wheel information, go to my.chevrolet.com/learnAbout
/chevrolettires/ (http://my.chevrolet.com/learnAbout/chevrolettires/) or see your dealer.
Visible carbon fiber weave hood insert
Engine access, rear-opening hood
Power-folding convertible top
Includes glass rear window with integral defogger
Fully electronic
Can be lowered even while driving at speeds of up to 30 mph
Operate with the press of a button or remotely using the key fob
Carbon Fiber tonneau inserts
Visible Carbon Fiber Ground Effects Package
Carbon fiber splitter
Carbon fiber rockers
Carbon fiber rear wing spoiler
Black Badge Package
Visible Carbon Flash-painted exterior vents
Hood vent
Fender vents (Stingray)
Upper rear quarter vents (Coupe only)
High-Intensity Discharge (HID) headlamps
Help improve down-the-road visibility in low-light conditions
Employ Xenon to provide a bright, intense beam of white light
Also includes highly visible and reliable LED park and turn signals
Body-color heated, driver-side auto-dimming power outside mirrors
Heated feature helps clear away ice and fog
Solar-Ray® light-tinted glass
Front intermittent wipers
Safety
Active handling stability control with traction control
Automatically helps enhance control, particularly during emergency maneuvers, by adjusting the brakes and engine
torque to keep you on your intended path
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Activates when vehicle sensors detect a difference between the driver's intended path and the direction the vehicle
is actually travelling
Applies selective brake pressure to individual wheels to help the driver keep the vehicle on the path being steered
Includes Traction Control that detects wheel slippage and applies brake pressure and/or reduces engine power to
help the driver maintain control when accelerating on wet or snow-covered roads
Traction control, all-speed
Performance Traction Management
Available in the Track mode of the cockpit-mounted Driver Mode Selector
Offers 5 settings of torque reduction and brake intervention for enhanced track driving performance
May require additional optional equipment
Curb View Camera
When in Forward gear during low-speed maneuvering (e.g., parking), this system provides the driver a view of the
scene immediately ahead of the vehicle on the vehicle's center stack display to help the driver avoid low-speed
collisions into nearby objects, such as curbs, poles, and parked vehicles1
1

Safety or driver assistance features are no substitute for the driver’s responsibility to operate the vehicle in a safe manner. The driver

should remain attentive to traffic, surroundings and road conditions at all times. Visibility, weather, and road conditions may affect feature
performance. Read the vehicle’s owner’s manual for more important feature limitations and information.

Rear Vision Camera
When in Reverse, provides the driver of a view of the scene directly behind the vehicle on the Infotainment screen to
help the driver park and avoid crashing into nearby objects during low-speed maneuvering1
1

Safety or driver assistance features are no substitute for the driver’s responsibility to operate the vehicle in a safe manner. The driver

should remain attentive to traffic, surroundings and road conditions at all times. Visibility, weather, and road conditions may affect feature
performance. Read the vehicle’s owner’s manual for more important feature limitations and information.

Airbag system
Frontal airbags work with the seat belt system to help reduce the risk of injury to the driver and passenger if
involved in a moderate to severe frontal impact1
Seat-mounted side-impact driver and passenger airbags help reduce the risk of injuries for the driver and seat
passenger in side impacts1
Passenger Sensing System automatically switches the passenger seat frontal airbag (and knee airbag, when
equipped) on or off1
1

Always use seat belts and child restraints. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate child restraint. See

the Owner's Manual for more information.

OnStar
OnStar Basic Plan

MSRP less cash offers. Tax, title, license and dealer fees extra. Take new retail delivery by
04-02-2018. Residency restrictions apply. Not available with some other offers. See dealer for
details.
MSRP excluding installation, taxes and wheel components (if applicable). Dealer prices may vary.
Some accessories may require purchase of additional equipment and/or services. See dealer for
details.
MSRP excludes tax, title, license and dealer fees. See dealer for details.
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